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We report the first beam-target double-polarization asymmetries in the γ þ nðpÞ → pi− þ pðpÞ reaction
spanning the nucleon resonance region from invariant mass W ¼ 1500 to 2300 MeV. Circularly polarized
photons and longitudinally polarized deuterons in solid hydrogen deuteride (HD) have been used with the
CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) at Jefferson Lab. The exclusive final state has been
extracted using three very different analyses that show excellent agreement, and these have been used to
deduce the E polarization observable for an effective neutron target. These results have been incorporated
into new partial wave analyses and have led to significant revisions for several γnN resonance
photocouplings.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.242002
A successful description of the excited levels of a
composite system is a basic test of how well the underlying
forces are understood. While quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) is generally regarded as amature theory of interacting
quarks that has been very successful in the asymptotically
free regime, the excited states of the nucleon pose many
challenges. This partly arises because of the complexity of
multiple effects that dress the interactions (such as meson
loops and channel couplings [1], which are beyond the scope
of present lattice QCD [2]) and partly because the states are
broad and overlapping, making their production amplitudes
difficult to disentanglewithout constraints frommany differ-
ent types of measurements [3]. Until relatively recently,
excited baryon resonances had been identified almost exclu-
sively from piN scattering data, which yielded only a fraction
of the number of levels expected [2,4]. However, new
candidate states have now emerged from the analyses of a
large number of meson photoproduction experiments [5].
The associated γNN electromagnetic couplings in the full
spectrum provide a measure of dynamical properties and
serve as benchmarks for models of nucleon structure.
To isolate an excited nucleon state requires a decompo-
sition of the reaction amplitude into multipoles of definite
spin, parity, and isospin. Single pseudoscalar meson photo-
production is described by four complex amplitudes and
requires data on aminimumof eight (out of 16) different spin
observables to avoid mathematical ambiguities, although, in
practice, even larger numbers are needed to overcome the
limitations imposed by experimental accuracy [3,6]. In
recent years, major experimental campaigns have been
mounted at several laboratories to measure many different
spin asymmetry combinations with proton targets. However,
the electromagnetic interaction does not conserve isospin.
In particular, the amplitude for the Nðγ; piÞ reaction factors
into distinct isospin components Aðγ;piÞ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p fAI¼1=2
pðnÞ ∓
1=3AI¼3=2g. Thus, while the excitation of I ¼ 3=2Δ states
can be entirely determined from proton target data, mea-
surements with both neutron and proton targets are required
to deduce the isospin I ¼ 1=2 amplitudes and separate γpN
and γnN couplings. Generally, the latter are poorly deter-
mined due to the paucity of neutron reaction data.
The E06-101 experiment at Jefferson Lab, the g14 run
with the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) in
Hall B [7], has focused on constraining photoproduction
amplitudes with new spin observables from polarized neu-
trons. Here, we report the first beam-target double polariza-
tion measurements of E ¼ ð1=PγPTÞðσA − σP=σA þ σPÞ in
the quasifree reaction γnðpÞ→ pi−pðpÞ through the N
resonance region. These have been measured with beam
(Pγ) and target polarizations (PT) antiparallel (A) and parallel
(P) to the beam momentum, using the sign convention
of Ref. [8].
Tagged photons, with circular polarization up to 85%,
were generated by the bremsstrahlung of longitudinally
polarized electrons [9] and spanned the energy range from
0.7 to 2.4 GeV. The electron polarization was periodically
monitored by Møller scattering, and the helicity transferred
to the photon was calculated from Ref. [10]. The beam
polarization was flipped in a semirandom pattern at 960 Hz
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by flipping the electron helicity, with a charge-flux asym-
metry between the two states of less than 10−3. Photons
were incident on 5-cm-long frozen-spin targets of longi-
tudinally polarized hydrogen deuteride (HD) in the solid
phase [11–13]. D polarizations were monitored frequently
in beam with NMR [12] and averaged 25%, with relaxation
times in excess of a year. A sample reconstruction of the
pi
−p reaction vertex is shown in Fig. 1 as the solid (blue)
histogram. Background reactions from the unpolarizable
material of the target cell, pCTFE½C2ClF3 walls and Al
cooling wires [11], were small. These could be directly
measured by warming the cell and pumping out the HD gas
(dotted red histogram). After subtraction, the deuterium of
the HD provided the only source of neutrons.
In the analysis of E06-101, advanced techniques, such as
kinematic fitting and boosted decision trees, have been
employed to study other channels with multiparticle final
states and/or low cross sections. To validate the imple-
mentation of these complex methods, each has been applied
to this same high-statistics channel, having only charged
particles in the final state γD → pi−pðpÞ. These have been
compared to a conventional analysis of sequential one-
dimensional selection requirements with empty-target sub-
traction. This comparison has provided an opportunity to
assess possible differences between analysis philosophies.
Each analysis selected events with exactly one pi− and one
p, both identified by the correlations between their veloc-
ities and momenta in CLAS.
In the conventional background-subtraction (BKsub)
analysis, a sequence of cuts was applied to isolate the
final state. Since in the quasifree limit, the desired reaction
from the neutron is two body, only events with an azimuthal
angle difference between the p and the pi− of 180° 20°
were accepted. The undetected spectator proton of the
reaction γ þ D → pi− þ pþ ðpsÞ was reconstructed and
the square of its missing mass was required to be less than
1.1 GeV2. Backgrounds from the target cell, including the
beam entrance and exit windows (as indicated in Fig. 1),
were subtracted for each kinematic bin using flux-
normalized empty-cell data.
Kinematic fitting (KinFit) used the constraints of energy
and momentum conservation to improve the accuracy of
measured quantities and so obtained improved estimates on
the momenta of undetected particles [14]. This allowed a
separation of reactions with additional particles in the final
state as well as reactions on bound nucleons in the target
cell material since these deviated from elementary kin-
ematics. In this analysis, a preselection based on vertex
reconstruction was used to eliminate the target cell win-
dows (as in Fig. 1). For each event, a confidence level,
calculated for the reaction γ þ n→ pi− þ p, where the
target was assumed to have the neutron mass but unknown
momentum [15], was required to be ≥ 0.05. This procedure
significantly suppressed events from high-momentum neu-
trons in the deuteron.
When processing exclusive events, many kinematic
variables can be constructed. Conventional BKsub-style
analyses view each variable in different projections to one
or two dimensions where sequential requirements are
placed on data. In contrast, multivariate boosted decision
trees (BDT) can be used to view each event in a higher
dimension where all requirements can be placed simulta-
neously [16,17]. The process creates a forest of logical if-
then-else tests for all kinematic variables, and the resulting
decision trees are applied to all of the information. In this
application, pi− þ p candidate events are preselected, and
their reconstructed origin is required to lie within a region
excluding the target cell windows (Fig. 1). The BDT
algorithm is trained to select signal events on the results
of a Monte Carlo simulation of the CLAS response to the
reaction of interest and trained to reject background on the
empty-cell data. The algorithm then is used to categorize
each reaction event as either signal or background [18].
Overall, this procedure retains about 25% more events
(compared with the BKsub analysis), which results in
smaller statistical uncertainties.
The final requirement common to all three analyses is the
selection of events for which the neutron in deuterium is as
close to free as possible, and the key parameter is the
neutron momentum in the deuteron or equivalently, the
reconstructed momentum of the undetected (spectator)
proton Pmiss. Since different polarization observables
may exhibit different sensitivities, we have chosen to
determine the optimum threshold from the data itself.
Studies with individual kinematic bins have shown a
dilution of the E asymmetry when the jPmissj threshold
is increased above 0.1 GeV=c but no statistically signifi-
cant change for smaller values. When averaged over the full
kinematic range, the mean value of E is plotted in Fig. 2 as a
function of missing momentum. This average again is
stable below 0.1 GeV=c but rises significantly at higher
jPmissj. Consequently, jPmissj ≤ 0.1 GeV=c has been
required in all three analyses. (There is still a slight
BKsub 
reaction vertex -position (cm) 
KinFit
BDT
   -15         -10           -5     0 
FIG. 1. Reaction vertex position along the beam direction (z),
reconstructed by tracking pi− and p in CLAS, shown for
equivalent-flux data from full (solid blue) and empty (dotted
red) targets. Beam entrance and exit windows generate peaks at
−11 and −5 cm, respectively. A target-independent foil in the
cryostat generates the peak at þ1 cm. Regions included in the
BKsub and in the KinFit and BDT analyses are indicated.
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curvature below 0.1 in Fig. 2, and polynomial extrapola-
tions to jPmissj ¼ 0 would suggest a further 2% correction.
However, since at this level, there could be some angle
dependence, we have instead added this residual difference
into the systematic uncertainties.)
The effect of the deuteron’s D state has been studied
using an impulse approximation within the formulation of
Ref. [19], extended to include all relativistic transforma-
tions of the spin of the moving neutron [20]. Dilution of the
E asymmetry can be significant whenever high spectator
momenta are present but is suppressed to negligible levels
by the jPmissj ≤ 0.1 GeV=c requirement.
The combination of Monte Carlo simulations of the
CLAS response to quasifree γD → pi−pðpÞ, including
Fermi motion, together with flux-scaled empty-cell data,
reproduces the observed jPmissj distribution below
0.1 GeV=c, although deviations arise at higher momenta.
Theoretically, the explicit effects of final state NN inter-
actions (FSI) and piN rescattering on the E asymmetry have
been studied for the lower end of the g14 energy range
[19,21] and found to be negligible for the pi−pp final state,
mainly because the dominant I ¼ 1pp wavefunction is
orthogonal to the initial deuteron wavefunction. (In con-
trast, FSI effects are appreciable for pi0np). From the above
considerations, we regard the E asymmetries reported here
as reliable estimates for a free neutron.
Asymmetries extracted from the BKsub, KinFit, and
BDT analyses are shown in Fig. 3 for two sample invariant
mass (W) bins, near the low and high ends of the W range.
Results from the three data reduction methods are sta-
tistically consistent over the full energy range. A weighted
average of the results from the three analyses has been used
as the best estimate of the pi−p E asymmetries. In
calculating the net uncertainty, we have used standard
methods to evaluate the correlations between the analyses
[22], arising from the partial overlap of the sets of events
retained by the three respective methods.
Systematic uncertainties associated with event processing
enter the three analyses in different ways but total about4%
(point to point) in each case.We assign an additional (point to
point) uncertainty of2% to the uncorrected extrapolation to
jp⃗missj ¼ 0. A relative uncertainty on polarization of 7%
(6.0% target and 3.4% beam) represents a scale uncertainty
on the data set as a whole. The total systematic uncertainty
is 8%.
Our final E asymmetries are shown with statistical
uncertainties in Fig. 4, grouped in20 MeV invariant mass
bins. Numerical data files are available from Ref. [23].
New partial wave analyses (PWA) of pi photoproduction
have been carried out, augmenting the neutron data base
with these new E asymmetries. New PWA from the George
Washington University data-analysis group (SAID) [24]
and new PWA from the Bonn-Gatchina (BnGa) group [25],
are shown as solid red and solid black curves in Fig. 4,
respectively. Both provide very good representations of the
new E data. PWA combine results from many experiments
at different energies, and this results in varying degrees of
sensitivity to energy and angle. This is illustrated by the red
bands whose width indicates the SAID variation across the
energy bin.
The new pi−p E asymmetries have had a significant
impact on multipole solutions. To illustrate their effect, we
have plotted in Fig. 4 the predictions from previous PWA
solutions in a sample of three panels at low (1580 MeV),
mid (1900 MeV), and high (2220 MeV) invariant masses.
Predictions from the most recent on-line versions, SAID
[CM12] [26] and BnGa [2014-02] [27], are shown as the
red-dotted and grey dash-dotted curves, respectively.
Predictions from more recent PWA that include all
currently published data [28] (but exclude our pi−p E
asymmetries) are shown as the red-dashed and black short-
dashed curves. While the earlier PWA solutions are close to
the E data at low energies, they become wildly disparate for
W above about 1800 MeV.
As expected, the I ¼ 3=2 partial waves, which can be
determined entirely from proton target data, have remained
essentially unaltered, while various I ¼ 1=2 waves have
changed substantially. As examples, in Fig. 5, we show
Argand plots of the ðLpiNÞIJðn=pÞE=M ¼ P13nM (top row)
and G17nM (bottom row) partial waves. Both reveal the
expected counterclockwise phase motion near the
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
<E>(Pmiss)_BDT
<E>
|p
miss
|   (GeV/c)
FIG. 2. The E asymmetry for γ þ D → pi− þ pþ ðpmissÞ,
averaged over all angles and energies, as determined in the
BDT analysis. The uncertainties are statistical and are smallest
near the peak of the jpmissj distribution (∼0.06 GeV=c).
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
Ev2.4W1580 BDT,BKsub,KinFit
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
E
W = 1580 MeV
cosθ
c.m.
π −
Ev2.4W2220 BDT,BKsub,KinFit
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
W = 2220 MeV
cosθ
c.m.
π −
FIG. 3. Angular distributions of E in the γn → pi−p center of
mass (c.m.) for two different 20 MeV invariant mass bins, as
determined from BKsub (black open circles), KinFit (red
squares), and BDT (green crosses) analyses, respectively. KinFit
and BDT points are shifted slightly in angle for clarity.
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Nð1720Þ3=2þ and Nð2190Þ7=2− resonances, each ranked
four star by the Particle Data Group [5]. Their correspond-
ing centroids are indicated by open black arrows. Recent
PWA from SAID and BnGa are plotted in the left and right
columns, respectively.
The γnN couplings can be expressed in terms of the
transverse helicity amplitudes Ahn, [29]. For the
Nð2190Þ7=2− resonance, the new G17 BnGa multipoles
(dark green squares in Fig. 5) result in A
1=2
n ¼ þ30 7 and
A
3=2
n ¼ −23 8 in units of 10−3 GeV−1=2. This is signifi-
cantly different from previous BnGa values of−15 12 and
−33 20 [5,30], respectively. The correspondingnewSAID
PWA results in A
1=2
n ¼ −6 9 and A3=2n ¼ −28 10. The
G17 wave in previous SAID analyses had been too small to
extract couplings. With the inclusion of the new E asym-
metry data, the SAID and BnGa A
3=2
n amplitudes are in
agreement.
From changes in the P13 wave (top row of Fig. 5), the
SAID PWA has extracted new values of A
1=2
n ¼ −9 2 and
A
3=2
n ¼ þ19 2 for the Nð1720Þ3=2þ. This is a significant
revision from their previous values of−21 4 and−38 7,
respectively [31].While changes are also evident in theBnGa
PWA, the proximity of the ρ threshold complicates this
coupled-channel analysis, and revised couplings will be
presented elsewhere. The new BnGa PWA also shows
FIG. 4. E asymmetries for γ⃗ n⃗ → pi−p (blue squares), grouped in 20 MeV invariant mass (W) bins, shown with recent PWA fits that
include these data: solid red curves from SAID [24], with shaded bands indicating variations across the energy bin, solid black lines from
BnGa [25]. Also plotted at threeW values (1580, 1900, and 2220 MeV) are previous PWA solutions that did not include the present data
set in the multipole search: red-dotted curves from SAID [CM12], based on all data up to 2012 [26], red-dashed curves from SAID
[AS25], including all previously published data; grey dot-dashed curves from BnGa [2014-02], based on all data up to 2014 [27], black
short-dashed curves from a BnGa PWA using all previously published data.
FIG. 5. Argand plots of the P13nM (top) and G17nM
(bottom) multipoles from the pi threshold to W ¼ 2300 MeV.
Solid arrows indicate increasing W. SAID and BnGa PWA are
shown in the left and right columns, respectively. As in the
legend, red diamonds are on-line versions [24–27], light
green crossed squares are fitted to all previously published
data, and dark green circles augment these with the new E
asymmetries.
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resonancelike phase motion near the mass of a one-star
Nð2040Þ3=2þ [5] (grey arrow in Fig. 5). This state had not
been explicitly included in their PWAand is nowunder study.
Several other I ¼ 1=2 waves have also changed signifi-
cantly. The influence of other data sets on these are
currently under study, particularly since both charge
channels are required to construct the isospin amplitude,
A
I¼1=2
n ¼ ½p2Api−p −Api0n=3, and FSI are more problem-
atic for the pi0np final state. New data on other observables
are also expected in the near future, including an extensive
set of cross sections from another CLAS experiment [32],
and further improvements in the determination of N
parameters can be anticipated.
In summary, the beam-target helicity asymmetry in the
γ⃗ D⃗ → pi−pðpÞ reaction has been measured for the first time
across the N resonance region, and analysis constraints
have been used to deduce the E polarization asymmetry for
an effective neutron target. Inclusion of these results in new
PWA calculations has resulted in revised γnN couplings
and, in the case of the Nð2190Þ7=2−, convergence among
different PWA groups. Such couplings are sensitive to the
dynamical process of N excitation and provide important
guides to nucleon structure models.
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